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Changing in Order to Survive 

Happy New Year everyone! I hope you had a wonderful holiday and are well rested after the break! It is time for 
Art is the Word, the divisional newsletter dedicated to sharing the wonderful art that is occurring in our schools. 
Already, we are in our 10th edition, and there is a lot to report! Probably, the most exciting aspect to share, is how 
art may be integrated in curricular subject areas. As students explore, inquire, and learn, they create beautiful 
works of art that also improve understanding.  

At Dawson Trail School grade two students were learning how animals may need to change in order to survive.  
This was timely, as our Canadian geese prepared to fly South for the Winter. Our lesson included adaptation, 
migration, bird anatomy, flight ‘V’ formation, and individual flight patterns. In addition, we covered art principles 
such as shape, value, and form, to complete our unique Geese display.   

More on Birds…. From Geese to Owls! 

Owls are a wonderful topic on many levels. In some instances, 
they are studied as part of the Science curriculum (See below le  
from La Barriere Crossing). In M. Guidry’s grade 3 / 4 class at 
École Ile Des Chênes School, they were also the focus of an art 
and ELA project to support the students reading of Harry Po er. 
Students created an owl using a similar technique to the geese – 
shapes to begin, then color and shading. To complete the pro-
ject, students wrote and a ached a le er of acceptance to Hog-
warts School. 

Example shown on 
board of various 
flight posi ons. 

Students complete 
their ini al shapes 
in chalk. 



 

Owl Creation Taking Flight! 

As part of an animal study, students at both École St. Norbert Immersion and École Ile Des Chênes were given 
the opportunity to work with a live model. African Grey parrot, “Belle”, quietly enjoys a grape as students begin 
sketching her in pencil before painting in water color. 

Creating a painting from life can be tricky. Unlike a photograph which provides an advantage of the subject 
“remaining still” and ‘flattens it out’ to easily re-create it, drawing or painting from life offers a unique spatial, and 
sketching challenge. One has to capture a pose in a quick sketch as well as show 3-dimensionality with color 
choices and value. Students rose to this challenge and the results were really something to be proud of. 

How about a live Bird Model?  
Geese to Owls and Now a Parrot! 



 

Live Animals in All Forms... 

At La Salle School, students in grade 1 / 2 have a very unique mascot in the form of a gecko. This gecko, is 
quite a specimen because her defense mechanism is quite extraordinary. She appears to be two-headed, but 
the other ‘head’ is actually her tail. Her environment, diet, camouflage coloring, and unique anatomy were all 
areas of study as we created her portrait…Here is “Lola.” 

 

Ancient Civilizations... 

At Arborgate school, students were learning about ancient civilizations. They learned that many many years 
ago, people probably created paintings with basic natural colors that could only be found in the environment. 
Students were given limestone rock pieces in which to ‘discover’ an image: be it animal or mountain. They were 
limited to earth-tone colors such as yellow ochre, reds, and browns. The results were very unique. 

And More Social Studies Infused with Art 
Early Years students at École Lorette Immersion, Parc La Salle, and École St. Norbert Immersion took on the 
challenging but fun task of creating self portraits on the maple leaf of our Canadian Flag. The result, entitled: “I am 
a Canadian”, included a write up on what it means to be a Canadian, their personal heritage, and was visually 
striking. 



École Lorette Immersion’s Maternelle class also 
did portraiture in modelling clay. They too were ex-
ploring their identity and even used mirrors to really 
observe their facial features. 

 

Other Forms of Portraiture 

One of our Art workshops included con-
tour, gesture drawing , and cross contour. 
We learned that cross contour can also 
be considered the topography of an area. 
Why not examine the terrain of Canada 
and its provinces artistically? As we drew 
our maps on black paper we considered 
the area we were coloring – was it moun-
tainous? Was there water, trees, 
or field?  

More on Learning About Canada.. 

This project was done at the 
grade 5/6 level at Arborgate 
school and grade 3/4 level at 
Parc La Salle. 



Birds…. Again…. 
To commemorate Remembrance Day, birds take flight for Middle Years students at École Ile Des Chênes 
School and St. Anne Elementary. These students studied the dove, as a symbol of peace, and added their 
own personal touches to the final piece 

Students embellish their dove with ‘cool’ 
colors such as blues and purples to en-
hance shadows in order to create a three 
dimensional effect. Texture is added in 
the form of chalk strokes. Once cut out, 
the doves take flight! 

Movement and Sequencing can tell a story… 
One of our art topics this year was gesture drawing. Gesture drawings are a wonderful way to loosen up artisti-
cally. A live model is typically used and poses for short intervals – often just 10 seconds. In that amount of time 
the artist can only accomplish a scribbled stick figure – a very appealing prospect to people who may be intimi-
dated by their artistic abilities! Gesture drawings can be used whenever there is a figure on paper. It can also be 
used for comic book sequencing, or to tell a story.  

At La Barriere Crossing students pose for each other in timed gesture drawings. The results were a sequence 
of drawings (connected to ELA curriculum) that tell a short story through movement. 



Colorful Leaves…. 
As part of our cross contour topic, and in keeping with the colorful Fall leaves in our environment, many classes 
also created murals to depict the changing of the seasons. 

K/1 students at 
École St. Adolphe 
School create fall 
leaves in cool and 
warm colors (le  
and bo om le ). 
École Lore e Im-
mersion students 
create mural at 
right. 

Musical / Art Workshop Magic….. 
On December 12th, teachers interested in learning more about putting on school musical productions, came to-
gether for a hands-on workshop. Areas of interest included: audition process, backstage dynamics, set design, 
props, costumes, and make-up. We had movement breaks in the form of drama exercises and dance routines. 
Hands-on exercises included mask painting and make up application. Teachers will use the training to expand 
how they work with students for school music and drama productions.  

Teachers prac ce crea ng a villain character using face 
paint. Plaster masks are painted in various themes. This 
workshop was facilitated by Megan Young (Divisional Drama 
Teacher), Sandy Turco e (Social Studies & Indigenous Educa-

on Consultant) and Gabrielle Doll (Visual Arts Consultant), 
who wanted to share their drama, musical, and art experi-
ences with teachers interested in doing school musicals. 



A Final Word on the Newsletter….  
If you have any art news, art input 
or comments, please send it my way 
to: gdoll@srsd.ca   Remember…  

Creating an illusion…  
One of the topics we covered in our workshop series was negative space and gestalt. Negative space refers to 
the ‘air’ or space around a solid object. Gestalt refers to creating the illusion of a solid object (or positive space) 
by strategically filling in the negative space… Complicated? Not really. Check out the amazing work by our 
teachers and students. 

Teachers create Ge-
stalt images during the 
art workshop. 

Early years students grasp the concept of drawing the ‘air’ around an object such as their hand or a 
chair. Once the negative space concept is explored, students embark on positive space lettering or im-
agery in the form of Gestalt. 

Middle years stu-
dents erase their 
pencil lines to 
reveal the illusion 
of posi ve space. 

Completed  
Gestalt image. 


